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Abstract
A new velocity measurement instrument
for luminous flows was developed by
Science Research Laboratory for NASA.
The SIEVE (Segmented Image Emission
VElocimeter) instrument uses broadband
light emitted by the flow for the velocity
measurement. This differs from other
velocimetry techniques in that it does not
depend on laser illumination and/or light
scattering from particles in the flow.
The SIEVE is a passive, non-intrusive
diagnostic. By moving and adjusting the
imaging optics, the SIEVE can provide
three-dimensional mapping of a flow
field and determine turbulence scale
size. A SIEVE instrument was
demonstrated on an illuminated rotating
disk to evaluate instrument response and
noise and on an oxy-acetylene torch to
measure flame velocities. The luminous
flow in rocket combustors and plumes is
an ideal subject for the SIEVE velocity
measurement technique.
Aerospace Engineer, Senior Member AIAA
Introduction
A passive, non-intrusive optical
instrument was developed for the
measurement of localized flow velocity
in luminous flows. The instrument,
named SIEVE for Segmented Image
Emission VElocimeter, was developed
by Science Research Laboratory (SRL)
under a NASA Small Business
Innovative Research contract._'2 The
SIEVE diagnostic differs from other
velocimetry techniques in that it uses
broadband light emission from the
flowing medium for the velocity
measurement. The technique does not
depend on light scattering from particles,
so seeding or laser illumination of the
flow is not required.
The operating theory for the SIEVE
diagnostic is based on an interferometric
technique developed for plasma
diagnostics in the 1970's. _.4.s The
principle of operation of the SIEVE is
illustrated in Figure 1. A luminous flow
field is imaged onto two binary
transmission gratings, which cut the
images into strips or segments. Each of
the gratings block half of the imaged
light segments. The blocked and
transmitted image segments from each
grating are out of phase by 180 °.
Pockets of luminous gases sweeping
through the image field are first seen on
one grating and then the other and are
sizedbythespacingof thegrating. The
signalsfrom thesegratingsare
differencedto removecommonmode
light fluctuations.Thedifferenced
signalhasa peakfrequencywhich is
proportionalto theflow velocity. A
similarmethodwasusedto measurethe
velocityof anexternallyilluminated
liquid flow seededwith particulatesin
the1960'susingasingletransmission
grating6. TheSIEVEdiagnostic,
however,usestwo complementary
gratingsanddifferencingelectronicsto
achieveahigh degreeof commonmode
rejection,allowing smallfluctuationsin
theemittedlight to beresolved.The
imagingopticslocalizethevelocity
measurementto avolumedefinedby the
opticalapertureanddepthof field. The
focalvolume,then,canbeadjustedto
providethreedimensionalmappingof
theflow field. Furthermore,thespatial
sizecanbeadjustedsothatturbulence
scalescanbedetermined.It is important
to notethat sincevelocity measurement
isdependenton fluctuationsin theflow,
theSIEVEdiagnosticis limited to
turbulent,luminousflows.
This papergivesadescriptionof the
SIEVEinstrumentcomponentsanddata
acquisitionandprocessing.Thepaper
alsodiscussestestingat SRL,wherea
rotatingdiskwasusedto evaluate
instrumentresponseandsystemnoise
andwhereanoxy-acetylenetorchwas
usedfor flamevelocitymeasurements.
Finally,thepaperdiscussesthe
applicabilityof theSIEVE for measuring
luminousrocketcombustorflowsand
plumes.
Instrument Description
The instrument consists of a telescope
assembly for imaging the flow field, a
detector module for optically and
electronically processing the image, and
data acquisition and processing hardware
and software. Schematics of the
telescope assembly and detector module
are shown in Figure 2. Each component
is described below.
Telescope Assembly
The telescope system is totally
achromatic and is based on the classic
Schwarzschild mirror objective 7 as
shown schematically in Figure 2. Each
mirror is coated with a protected silver
coating for high, broadband reflectivity.
The magnification range is from 5X to
20X and is measured by placing an
object of known size at the object
position and measuring the size of its
image with the reticle in the SIEVE
detector head. The distance from the
front of the telescope housing to the
object plane is approximately 160 mm,
which allows the viewing of combustion
processes through windows.
Detector Module
A photograph of the detector module is
shown in Figure 3. This module is split
into two sections, the upper section
houses the SIEVE detection optics and
the lower section houses the detection
electronics. The detection optics include
a 3-cube beamsplitter, transmission
gratings, aspherical collection lenses,
focusing reticle, and an eyepiece. The
detection electronics include the two
silicon avalanche photodiodes,
amplifiers, a differencing circuit, and a
summing circuit. The sum and difference
signals generated by the detector module
have relatively high frequency
components and are passed to a high
speed digitizer, stored, and analyzed for
frequency content with a fast Fourier
transform(FFT) onapersonalcomputer.
A brief discussionof thesecomponents
follows. Moredetailson thedesigncan
befoundin Reference2.
field canbeshownfrom geometric
opticsto beproportionalto thediameter
of thedetectionareaandthefringe
spacing.
The3-cubebeamsplitterensuresthat
eachphotodetectorseesthesameimage
of theobjectin termsof bothwavelength
andintensity.Thebeamsplittercubes
usedin theSIEVEareoptimizedfor
50%transmissionandreflectionfor
wavelengthsbetween700nmand 1100
nm.Shorterwavelengthsare
predominantlytransmittedandlonger
wavelengthsarepredominantly
reflected.Becauseeachdetectorseesan
imagethathasbeenbothreflectedand
transmitted,the imagesareasidentical
asthebeamsplitters.
Thetwo fixed transmissiongratingsare
locatedin the imageplanesof the
telescope.They are 20 mm by 20 mm
square and set the optical aperture of the
instrument. The transmission gratings
transmit a binary pattern of light and
dark fringes to each image from the
beamsplitter. These fringes are 180 ° out
of phase on each image. The mirror
system on the telescope projects the
optical aperture onto the flow field to set
the detection area at from 1 mm by 1
mm to 4 mm by 4 mm depending on the
magnification. The period on the grating
can be changed by installing a different
grating. As discussed later, the
instrument sensitivity peaks when the
grating period is twice the size of
characteristic dimensions of disturbances
in the flow. This allows measurement of
turbulence scale as well as velocity.
Instrument sensitivity is also peaked in
the object plane, but the derived signal
has contributions from disturbances
within the depth of field. The depth of
The SIEVE photodetectors are silicon
avalanche photodiodes (APD), which
work well in the near infrared. The
current from each APD is converted to a
voltage with a wide-band amplifier in a
transimpedence configuration. These
voltages are then differenced with a
wide-band amplifier and passed to the
DC Difference output (DCD visible in
Figure 3). The DC difference signal is
balanced during setup for common mode
rejection of source intensity fluctuations.
Balancing the difference signal requires
that one of the bias voltages (and thus
the photodetector gain) be reduced from
its maxinmm position until the DC
difference signal is zero. The two
voltages are also summed with an op-
amp and passed to the DC Sum output
(DCS visible in Figure 3) in the same
way. The DC Sum signal is monitored
to assure that tile photodiode's signals
are within their linear limits. It is also
used to determine low frequency noise
due to an imperfectly balanced bridge
circuit coupled with large optical power
fluctuations in the source. The AC
difference output (ACD visible in Figure
3) is provided by a circuit which filters
off both DC offsets and AC signals
below about 1 kHz to prevent these
signals from compromising the dynamic
range of the signal digitizer. This output
is the primary output from the SIEVE
detector module. The useful bandwidth
of the circuit ranges from 1 kHz to about
30 MHz. The output noise from the
circuit is quite low in the band between 1
kHz and 5MHz, (limited by the transient
digitizer),wheremanySIEVEsignals
canbegenerated.
Data Acquisition and Processing
The SIEVE instrument has a 12-bit, 2-
channel transient digitizer with a 1
megasample (MS) memory depth (1024
X 1024) and a maximum data
acquisition rate of 20 MS/s on one
channel and 10 MS/s when both
channels are used (as is typically the
case). Two input channels connected to
the AC difference and DC sum signals
from the detector module are
simultaneously digitized and stored. A
fast Fourier transform (FFT) is used to
determine the peak frequency in the
fluctuating difference signal. The peaks
produced by the SIEVE with light from
turbulent flows are relatively broad
(typically about 1/3 to 1/7 of the center
frequency), so relatively few FFT points
are required to resolve them. The
optimal analysis uses the longest
possible data set taken at the lowest
possible sampling rate. The data set is
then divided into subintervals during
processing and the FFT's of the
subintervals are averaged to obtain the
final frequency spectrum. A parabolic
curve fit to the frequency peak provides
the final estimate of its central frequency
(and thus the flow velocity).
Instrument Demonstration
Operation of the instrument was verified
at SRL on a rotating disk with
background illumination and on an oxy-
acetylene torch. Results obtained from
each device are discussed below along
with an evaluation of instrument noise.
Rotating Disk Experiments
A rotating disk was chosen for
evaluation by the SIEVE because of its
known velocity and its planar scattering
surface, which was well suited to
probing the depth of field response of the
instrument. The disk consists of a
rotating, transparent wheel, illuminated
from behind, with its front surface
slightly pitted to scatter light. An 0.2 m
diameter, Plexiglass scattering wheel
mounted on a machined hub attached to
an 1800 rpm synchronous motor was
used. Near the rim of the wheel the
velocity was about 15 m s_, which
corresponds to a SIEVE signal with a
central frequency of about 150 kHz,
when used with a 20X magnification and
a 2 mm period grating. A motorized,
encoded, X-Y translation stage was used
to move the scattering surface of the
rotating wheel back and forth along the
optical axis and through the focal
volume of the magnification optics. In
this way, the instrument response
function could be determined for a given
set of transmission gratings.
Figure 4 shows a scan of the instrument
depth of field response function taken
with the 5-cycle, 4 mm period
transmission gratings and the
Schwarzschild magnifier set to 20X.
The rotating wheel had surface pits
similar to point sources. The depth of
field for this case is determined from
geometric optics to be approximately 9
mm. Figure 4 verifies this depth of field
by showing the response function is
small at the +/- 4.5 mm points on the
curve and shows that points outside of
this range would have little contribution
to the final data spectrum. The minima
at +/- 0.8 mm are the points at which the
defocused spot of a point source equals
the period of the grating at the SIEVE
detection head as shown in Figure 5. The
second peak at +/- 1.2 mm is where the
spotsizeequals1.5gratingperiods.
Typically, however,thesourcesin a
SIEVEimagearenotwell defined
points. Broadscratcheson thewheelor
flameturbulence,havearangeof sizes
sothattheminimaandsecondary
maximaof Figure4 donot appearin
moretypicalmeasurements.
Figure6 showsSIEVEdepth-of-field
scansof amoretypical imagetakenwith
threedifferentgratingperiodsat20X
magnification.As expected,thegrating
with thesmallestperiodprovidedthe
bestresolutionalongtheopticalaxis
sinceits depthof field is +/- 2.2mm.
This is further shown in Figure 7 where
the peaks of the response functions of
the 2 mm and 4 mm gratings are
normalized to the same value.
There is a straightforward relationship
between the instrument response as a
function of defocus and the instrument
response as a function of source size
(image spatial scale size) in the focal
plane. Sources whose images have a
characteristic size equal to about half the
grating period or less give the strongest
signal. Sources with image sizes equal to
the grating period produce no signal.
Sources with large or very small image
sizes compared to the grating period
produce small signals.
Increasing the number of cycles in the
transmission grating (besides decreasing
the SIEVE depth-of-field) increases the
center frequency of the SIEVE signal
and decreases its relative width. These
effects are shown in Figure 8 which plots
analyses of 2 mm, 2.5 mm, and 4 mm
grating data sets obtained in the depth-
of-field scans of Figure 6. The width of
the SIEVE signal peak is inversely
proportional to the transit time of an
image point across the 20 mm aperture
of the detection head. The grating period
(width of one cycle) sets the central
frequency. Thus, the ratio of the central
frequency to width of the peak is the
number of grating cycles. This trend is
shown in Figure 8 in which the
measured ratio is less than the actual
number of cycles on the grating, as
expected, since the gratings are
apodized, effectively reducing the
number of cycles, to minimize higher
harmonic generation.
Figure 9 shows several of the individual
FFT's of the data points from the scan
shown in Figure 4. The frequency
interval (bandwidth B) in these plots is
1220.7 Hz. This interval is important
because the system noise power, as
shown in the plot, including thermal
noise and shot noise, is proportional to
this value.
Figure 9 (a) shows an FFT of a SIEVE
signal taken with the optics focused
directly on the scattering surface of the
rotating wheel. In this case the SIEVE
signal is much larger than any of the
noise sources and is easily identified and
evaluated for its central frequency and
thus the velocity.
In order to evaluate a low signal to noise
ratio measurement with the rotating disk,
the SIEVE signal is measured with the
rotating disk outside of the +/- 4.5 mm
depth of field (6 mm in front of the focal
point) of the Schwarzschild magnifier.
This FFT is shown in Figure 9 (b). The
peak of this signal is very small (about
1% of the peak at the best focus) and the
background noise is significant. The
most obvious noise is the low frequency
peak(which is dueto slight imbalances
betweentheAPD gainsandoptical
transmissions),coupledwith fluctuations
in theoverall intensityof themoving
source(largescalevariationsin the
amountof light scatteredfrom the
rotatingwheelat differentpointsaround
its rim). Muchof this peakcanbe
removedin dataprocessing,if it overlaps
thedesiredsignalfrequency,by
subtractingafractionof thesumsignal
fromthedifferencesignal.Thatisnot
thecasehereandhasnot beendonein
this particularanalysis.TheSIEVEpeak
iswell separatedfor analysis.
In bothFigures9 (a)and9 (b),the
backgroundlevelof theFFT was
subtractedfrom thedataduringanalysis
to providea moreaccuratemeasurement
of theamplitudeof theSIEVEsignal
peak.In theFFT's shownin Figures9
(c) and9 (d) thebackgroundwasnot
subtractedsothat it couldbecompared
to theoreticalpredictions.
Figure9 (c) showstheFFT of adataset
takenwith therotatingwheelstoppedso
thattherewouldbenoSIEVEsignal.
Theillumination sourcewaskepton,
however,to measurethelevelof noise
inherentin theopticaldetectionpartof
theSIEVEsystem.The background
noise level in 9 (c) is flat over the
measured frequency interval as would be
expected for thermal and shot noise
sources. The two sharp peaks at 65 kHz
are due to residual noise in the detection
circuit power supply and are easily
distinguished from true SIEVE signals
by the fact that they are so narrow.
Figure 9 (d) shows an FFT of the system
noise with the incoming light blocked,
so that only the electronics noise in the
detection circuits and the digitizing
circuits is present. Again, the 65 kHz
noise from the power supply is evident.
The largest source of background noise
at these frequencies is the two, 5000 ff_,
load resistors in the transimpedance
amplifiers, which convert the APD
photocurrent to a signal voltage. The
signal, however, is proportional to this
resistance, while the noise is only
proportional to the square root of this
resistance.
A detailed analysis of the noise in these
plots is presented in Reference 2. The
fact that these noise levels can be
predicted reasonably well means that the
ability of the SIEVE to perform a
measurement in a particular
circumstance can also be predicted. The
difficulty will always be estimating the
level of optical fluctuations which might
be present at the scale size of interest.
Oxv-acetvlene Torch
An oxy-acetylene torch was chosen as a
simple, turbulent, combusting flow field
to demonstrate the SIEVE's operation.
The torch was also convenient to
demonstrate the effect of instrument
depth-of-field broadening on a velocity
scan along the optical axis compared to a
velocity scan transverse to the optical
axis. The torch was mounted vertically
on an X-Y translator in the horizontal
plane with the optical axis of the
magnifier in the horizontal plane. All of
the SIEVE measurements were thus
taken in a single transverse cross section
of the torch flame. Figure 10 shows two
CCD images of a typical flame used for
these tests. The bottom image has eight
times the exposure of the top image to
better show the less luminous region,
wheretheflow is laminar.Thecamera
wassetfor anexposureof 100Itswhich,
atatypical flow velocity for anoxy-
acetylenetorch,of 25m s"_,meansthat
structurebelowascalesizeof about2.5
mm is washedout. Severalaxial
locationsof theflow weretestedfor
signal-to-noiseratio andaplanewas
selectedfor measurementsabout1cm
beyondthepoint wheretheflow
becomesturbulent.
TheFFT's of someSIEVEdata
collectedin this planearepresentedin
Figure 11. The magnification was 20X,
so the cross section of the probe volume
was 1 x 1 mm. The grating was 4 mm
giving a 9 mm depth of field for point
sources in the flow. The effective grating
period projected onto the flame was only
200 p.m. This is smaller than any
structure shown in the images in Figure
10. These images, therefore, do not
show the flow structure which generates
the SIEVE signal. It is also likely that
most of the power in the optical
fluctuations which generate the signal is
at much larger scale sizes than 200 Itm.
Consequently, the SIEVE signals shown
in Figure 11 are relatively small
compared to those of the more ideal
scattering wheel tests in Figure 9. Also,
note that in the scattering wheel tests, the
smaller grating periods yielded smaller
signals. This is even more likely to be
the case with flow signals generated by
turbulence, because signal power falls
off rapidly with decreasing scale size,
due to thermal diffusion limits in the
flow. Another effect expected in SIEVE
diagnostics of turbulent flows is that the
width of the SIEVE frequency peak is
broader than indicated by the number of
grating cycles. This indicates that
sources of the signal, regions of greater
or lesser luminosity, do not survive more
than a few characteristic diameters. A
larger number of grating cycles,
therefore, may not decrease the width of
the SIEVE frequency signal peak in
these cases. These considerations
suggested that the 4 mm grating was the
appropriate choice.
The flame was centered on the detector
by placing a fine tungsten wire tip at the
optical focus of the magnifier. A non-
turbulent, blue flame was generated and
centered on that tungsten tip. The
acetylene flow was then increased until
the flame became turbulent and
luminous (possibly sooting). This
allignment procedure was not very
satisfactory, however. When the flame
was luminous, its transverse position
still required adjustment so that its image
was centered on the detector head
aperture. The position of the flame along
the axis could not be easily checked.
The SIEVE data were first taken at the
expected center of the flame. The FFT
of this data is presented in Figure 11 (a).
The SIEVE velocity peak in this data is
shown to be very small compared to the
low-frequency noise peak generated by
fluctuations in the overall intensity of the
flame. Figure 11 (b) is the same FFT
data scaled to show the SIEVE peak.
The raw data for this graph consists of
512 KSamples of data taken at 500 KS/s
for a total run duration of 1.05 seconds.
The upper half of the peak (above the
half-maximum) of the data in Figure 11
(b) is easily analyzed with a parabolic
curve fit and gives a center frequency
which indicates an average flame
velocity of 25 m/s over the 1 second run.
No comparable measurement was found
in the literature. Thecenterlinevelocity
in apropane/airflamewasmeasuredat
3.17m/swith a laserDoppler
velocimeter8. Acetylene/airwasreported
to havea laminarflamevelocity
approximatelyfour timesthatof propane
in air9. The influence of oxygen
concentration on flame speed was
reported to be a factor of eight higher for
propane/oxygen over propane/air t°.
Thus, the data are in the range likely for
this type of flow. Figure 11 (c) shows
FFT data taken with the flame moved 3
mm horizontally so that the
measurement was at the very edge of the
luminous portion of the flame. Here the
total light collected by the objective is
smaller and the curve fit to the SIEVE
peak indicates that the velocity has
dropped to 15.0 m/s. Note that in this
case, the SIEVE is not looking through
regions where the flame is more
luminous and moving faster. Figure 11
(d) shows a FFT data set taken with the
flame moved 2 mm back along the
optical axis behind the focal point of the
optics. The magnifier is thus focused on
the front edge of the flame with the light
from the rest of the flame still entering
the detection head. The velocity in this
case is measured to be 18.7 m/s, which is
consistent since this point is closer to the
flame core.
The axial and transverse velocity profiles
of the turbulent oxy-acetylene flame are
shown in Figure 12. Data taken with the
flame closer to the detection head (in
front of the focal point of the optics)
indicates a higher velocity than the
centerline. The SIEVE signal from flows
in front of and behind the focal point
should give the same velocity unless the
flow is optically thick or so turbulent
that it distorts the view of the flow
behind. Neither of these scenarios
appears to be the case. An experiment
was performed to test the optical
distortion of the flame by focusing a
diffraction-limited HeNe laser beam
onto the core of the flame with a fast
lens and collecting the light that passed
through the flame with the same, large
Schwarzschild objective at the same 20X
magnification setting. This test gives
twice the optical distortion that a point
source would pick up on a single pass
out from the center of the flame. No
significant distortion of the focal point
image was observed at the position of
the detection head. The phase distortions
due to the flame are not sufficient to turn
into intensity changes over a distance of
a few millimeters. The most likely
explanation is that measurements of
velocity near the front and back edge are
indeed affected by the brighter, faster
core flow and that the flame was actually
centered about 2 mm closer to the
detector head than expected.
Assessment of Applicabili_ to
Rocket Flows
Based on the successful tests with the
oxy-0cetylene torch, the SIEVE
diagnostic is expected to find application
as a non-intrusive flow diagnostic for
luminous flows in combustors and
chemical rocket engines. The transient
digitizer used in these experiments limits
the measurable upper range of the flow
to around Mach 2, with 2 mm lateral
resolution and 12 mm depth of field.
This should yield useful measurements
in small rockets and laboratory
apparatus. Higher Mach numbers can be
measured with less spatial resolution.
For example, Mach 20 can be measured
with 2 cm lateral resolution and 12 cm
depthof field. Thismeasurementmay
beusefulfor largerocketsandscramjets.
BecausetheSIEVEdoesnotrequire
activelaserillumination or precise
allignment,it is relatively
straightforwardto use. ExpectedSIEVE
signallevelscanbepredictedgivenan
estimateof thescalesizeandmagnitude
of opticalfluctuations.Measuredspectra
from rocketengineexhauststypically
showagreatdealof line structure
superimposedona continuous
background.This is fortunatesincea
flamewith a blackbodyspectrumwould
beopagueandthecenterof theflow
wouldnotbevisible. Initial effortsto
takevelocitymeasurementsin atwo-
dimensional,optically accessiblerocket
chamberwerenot successful.This is
likely dueto thescalesizeof the
turbulentfluctuationsbeingtoo largefor
thedetectionsystemandto thefact that
thehydrogen-oxygenenginestudiedis
notsufficiently luminous.A lower
magnificationandlongersignalrecord
lengthsmight increasethesignaland
lower thenoiserespectively.
Conclusions
A new velocity measurement diagnostic
for luminous flows was demonstrated in
a laboratory environment at Science
Research Laboratory. A commercial
prototype of the instrument is presently
undergoing evaluation at NASA. A
detailed description of the optical and
data acquisition systems is provided.
The diagnostic is shown to work on
scattering media such as scratches on the
surface of a transparent rotating disk and
on a luminous (possibly sooting) oxy-
acetylene torch. Estimates suggest that
the diagnostic will be of value in
determining local velocities in the
turbulent, luminous flows of rockets and
combustors. The diagnostic will be
further tested at NASA to determine the
instrument's capabilities and limitations.
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A FLOWING, LUMINOUS, NON-UNIFORM GAS OR PLASMA
WILL HAVE SMALL VOLUMES WHICH EMIT
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the principles of operation of the SIEVE.
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Figure 2. Schematic of Instrument Setup.
Figure 3. Photograph of Detector Module.
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Figure 7. Normalized SIEVE depth-of-field response for 2 and 4 mm gratings.
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Figure 10. CCD camera images of a luminous oxy-acetylene torch flame.
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Figure 11. FFT's of luminous flame SIEVE signals.
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Figure 12. Axial and transverse SIEVE scans of a luminous, turbulent flame,
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